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I Duet- This is the earliest piece on the program, written during the first semester of 
my junior year when I was taking two general education classes, allowing me to 
compose a great deal while in class. It began as a study to learn how to write for I these instruments, but after a few drafts it turned into the finalized piece that will be performed here. The piece is in a simple sonata form beginning in E minor, and 
ending in C major. 
I April 18'"- was written one year and two days ago, during a few hours of a class held 
in a lecture hall where I sat in the back so the professor wouldn't notice me writing. 
Some of my influences at the time of the conception of the piece were John I Updike's Rabbit Novels, Frank Zappa, and Mozart. The first performance was given 
at a music convocation on October 19th , 2004. 
I Kind of Kismet- was written primarily while I was in Texas looking to purchase new cello. The title reflects the strangeness of someone unexplainably coming into your 
life. The piece is dedicated to Carolyn Franz who premiered it on November 7th , 
2004. . 
I Trio- This piece serves as the dance movement to my four-movement string trio 
which will be performed in its entirety on May l st. Since the piece is too large and I complex to explain entirely, I asked the performers to describe it for me. When Beth Erwin was asked to describe the piece, she responded, "it sounds like theme music 
for the lost boys exploring Neverland." When asked the same question Colleen 
Kuraszek replied, that it resembles "the daily trials and tribulations in the life of a I penguin." Personally, I think it sounds like a band of drunken pirates "yo-ho-boing," on their pirate ship. 
I August 13'"- Written in a very short period of time, August 13'\ was composed in a matter of hours, while I was driving home from New Hampshire. The piece is about 
a girl I had met, and became quite close to in a very short period of time. Our 
relationship ended in a rather unresolved way, much like the way the piece ends. 
I Sonata for Viola- The memories, experiences, conversations and musical endeavors 
that I have shared with Chris, are what created this piece. This piece is a musical I interpretation of various thoughts involving women, religion, music, society, and philosophy. It is dedicated to my much respected, often humorous colleague 
Christopher Kelts. 
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